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ZPE basics for you.  What is it?
Part One

    For those who realize that an ungodly world has taken hold of civilization and that
nothing short  of  divine  intervention  can  stop  the  madness  of  a  system gone out  of
control and destined to self implode, this introduction to ZPE may be of some interest.  

    But what is ZPE?  ZPE stands for “zero point energy”.  But what is that?  Zero point
energy is the homogeneous isotropic ubiquitous quantum electrodynamic energy field
that permeates the entire universe.  Does that help?  Probably not, unless you’ve got a
PhD in quantum physics plus willing to think outside the box of some accepted scientific
concepts concerning the environment around us.  But don’t stop reading just yet because
this article will demystify the higher math world of quantum ZPE and make it possible
to  “get  a  handle”  on  what  ZPE  is  and  exactly  how,  in  layman’s  terms,  it  can  be
understood in order to help survive the catastrophe of a breakdown of civilization, as we
wait for God’s hand to mercifully guide us to rebuild the world anew (and permanently).
So we’re going to translate some quantum physics concepts into the everyday language
of “Joe six-pack” in order to help inquisitive individuals tap into a free source of energy
that is right under our feet even as you read this article.

   First of all, I’m not a trained physicist, scientist, or electrician, and do not pretend to
be.  But I  am a habitual  tinkerer and I’ve gotten pretty good at tinkering around in
several areas of interest to me down through the years.  So as far as ZPE goes I am self
taught and learning daily. Anyone who wants to learn the nuances of ZPE can do so, at
least to a nominal level of being able to tap into some free energy to power up some
survival equipment when the time comes.  But it will take dedication, common sense,
and patience in learning something totally new to one’s understanding just like learning
the alphabet and elementary writing of sentences in grade school.  Can free energy ZPE
device construction be learned from Internet videos? Highly unlikely.  For the greater
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part those numerous vids that show “a proven method” of tapping into free energy are
usually bogus.   The reader is welcomed to attempt to construct  any number of  “for
certain” free energy machines or projects from Internet vids but will soon find out it has
been an exercise in futility.  A lot of scammers just like to pull video pranks on viewers,
or achieve some low brow level of “fame” and will post anything Online to do so.  On
the other hand, there have been several legitimate independent researchers who have
spent  their  lives  inventing  free  energy  devices  that  actually  have  tapped  into  the
universal power of ZPE.  These are the men whom we want to study and formulate
practical ideas from, based upon their tried and true results in ZPE.  The most famous
inventor in this realm of discovery and inventions was Nikola Tesla who gave us the AC
electrical current application that runs our appliances today.  Tesla called ZPE “radiant
energy”.  So why is this universal radiant  energy now known as zero point energy?
Let’s explain.

    Although  investigative  scientists,  theoreticians,  mathematicians,  and  religious
philosophers have believed in the existence of a universal force for centuries, it wasn’t
until  recently  that  such  a  force  was  actually  discovered.   In  1948  and  1958  the
experiments of physicists Hendrick Casimir and M.J. Sparnaay revealed the effects of
an electromagnetic energy force upon two uncharged metal  plates.   The plates were
positioned close to each other in proximity in a total vacuum cooled to the temperature
of absolute zero (-273 degrees C). In a complete vacuum where nothing exists and at a
“zero  heat”  environment  there  should  have  been  nothing  to  influence  any  type  of
distortion to the plates  --- but there was.  The plates were measured to bend toward each
other by an electromagnetic energy force that still exists within a place and at a point
where “nothing” is  supposed to  be,  that  is,  in a  total  vacuum totally  absent  of  heat
energy.  Thus we have the term “Zero Point Energy”.  

    The ZPE is not only measurable on Earth, it is coming to the Earth from what we call
“space”.  The conditions of the Casimir vacuum are the same conditions found in space
between planets, stars, and between galaxies.  Nikola Tesla stated in one of his patents to
collect  radiant  (ZPE) energy: “The sun,  as well  as other  sources of  radiant  energy ,
throws off minute particles of positively electrified matter, which striking plate P, create
an  electrical  charge  on  it.”  (Apparatus  for  the  Utilization  of  Radiant  Energy,  Tesla
Patent US 685,957, 5th November 1901).  Knowing that this energy can be collected
and distributed world wide Tesla also wrote, "That electrical energy can be economically
transmitted without wires to any terrestrial distance, I have unmistakably established in
numerous  observations,  experiments  and  measurements,  qualitative  and  quantitative.
These have demonstrated that it is practicable to distribute power from a central plant in
unlimited amounts, with a loss not exceeding a small fraction of one per cent in the
transmission, even to the greatest distance, twelve thousand miles  to the opposite end of
the globe."  (Nikola Tesla, "The Transmission of Electrical Energy Without Wires as a
Means for Furthering Peace," Electrical World and Engineer. Jan. 7,1905, p. 21)            2



    A genius inventor far ahead of his time and who expanded upon Tesla’s discovery of
methods to harness radiant energy was Dr. T. Henry Moray of Utah, USA.  Moray wrote
the much renowned book known to present ZPE investigators:  The Sea of Energy in
Which the Earth Floats, 1945 (first published in 1930 as Beyond the Light Rays).  Dr.
Moray describes the unlimited universal  energy field as a “sea” since it  has fluidity
properties somewhat likened to a huge ocean of magnetic energy with waves.  For those
who know that all of creation is the work of an infinitely intelligent being, whom we call
the Creator or God, the Scriptural relevance becomes accurate although missed by most
theologians. Psalm 148:3,4 states that there are “ye waters” above the heavens (heavens
being the visible sky, our solar system,  and the celestial galactic spheres out as far as we
can see and detect).  It is perfectly understandable that some think that this means that
everything “out  there” is  actually  H2O water  (and not  space)  in which the Earth is
submerged, and assume that this is why the sky looks blue.  But this is a simplistic error.
The Hebrew word for “water” in Psalm 148:4 is “mayim” and is more properly a flow of
any liquid type substance which can include water, beer, urine, a milk shake, or any
substance of a flowing liquidity  --- including our newly realized quite fluid-like ZPE
energy field with its magnetic waves. [Gesenius’ dictionary traces the word mayim to include “flow”
better than does Strong’s] In other words, God has formed an infinite “ocean” of non-visible
ZPE from which He has then formed the entire visible universe. (Rom.1:20) Matter is
the result of a ZPE fluctuation within various points of God’s infinite building block
“ocean” of magnetic potential energy.  ZPE magnetic fluctuation will be discussed in
more detail in Part Two of this article. 

   Thus  the  Bible  is  accurately correct  in  that  there  is  a  great  “fluidity”  above the
heavens, however it is not H2O but the ocean of ZPE. We see the ZPE ocean as dark
vast empty vacuum space, but it is far from empty as proven by the Casimir experiment,
and on the contrary is one huge energy field with magnetic photons popping in and out
of existence continually and in all directions at once.

   How much free energy is coming to Earth from the vacuum of space?  Seemingly an
infinite amount just waiting to be utilized. Not only is ZPE arriving to Earth from far
outside but the Earth’s rotational spin and speed through space enormously enhances the
collection of ZPE that saturates the entire universe much like a spinning rotor works in a
generator  to  produce  electricity.   One  of  the  most  prolific  inventors  that  has  also
advanced Tesla’s concepts is Don Smith. Don built nearly 50 devices for free energy
collection and wrote in much detail concerning the subject. From one of his documents
"Resonate Electrical Power System" Don writes: “Potential Energy is everywhere at all
times, becoming useful when converted into a more practical form. There is no energy
shortage,  only  grey  matter.  This  energy  potential  is  observed  indirectly  through  the
manifestation  of  electromagnetic  phenomenon,  when  intercepted  and  converted,
becomes useful.  Therefore, the Earth's Mass and Speed through space gives it an
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enormous electrical potential.”  The reader can sort through a lot of Don’s material still
available on the web by searching “Donald Lee Smith Free Energy”.  Some of Don’s
inventions  are  complex  and  reaching  many  thousands  kilovolts  in  power.
They are dangerous to work with.  But the ZPE novice or hopeful survivalist who wants
to turn on a low wattage LED light bulb or power a ham radio for 15 minutes need not
worry about duplicating Don Smith’s projects.  There are a few relatively easy ways to
tap into free ZPE for a few basic home needs.  Such devices can produce about 50 volts
or less so that a beginner (probably) won’t get killed if  he makes a mistake or gets
careless with circuits.   It’s within this novice range that  our website articles will  be
focused.  Projects, diagrams, schematics, and tips are not yet uploaded to this site, but
hopefully by the summer of 2023 a few will be  – with more added as time permits.  

God bless and peace be with you.   --- KL
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